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Title: _________________________________________________________
Summary
Describe in summary form the proposed research topic, including what is proposed, why this research
is important, how it will be conducted, and why ASHRAE should fund it (50 words maximum)

- Determine the effects of inlet duct and/or damper design on measured performance of
unitary equipment
- Create design requirements that current test standards can reference to improve
repeatability and standardization of test procedures

Background
Provide the state of the art with key references (at the end of this document) substantiating it (300
words maximum)

ASHRAE 37 provides specific requirements for construction of an outlet duct for use
when testing unitary equipment. The standard only recommends that an inlet duct be
installed. In addition AHRI 210/240 Appendix C section 2.5 requires that an inlet damper
be installed to conduct the cooling or heating cyclic tests. There are limited design
guidelines for construction of the damper section in either standard. Space constraints
and test room configuration determine the design and use of inlet ducts and dampers
which means the designs can vary from room to room and from test to test. TRP-1581
showed that inlet duct design does have an effect on fan performance. The effect of
these different designs on fan performance and static pressure measurements needs to
be evaluated and documented.

Research Need
Use the state of the art described above as a basis to specify the need for the proposed effort (250
words maximum)
250
words needs to be conducted to determine the impact on fan/coil performance
Research

related to inlet duct and damper design. Performance metrics of interest are airflow rate,
entering unit velocity profile including swirl, fan power and static pressure
measurements. The effect of different design parameters such as duct length, elbow
design, (square, curved, turning vanes), pressure tap location, damper type (opposed
blade, butterfly, etc), damper location relative to the pressure tap location, orientation
(vertical or horizontal), motor type (psc, constant torque, constant airflow) and air handler
type (blow through or draw through) would need to be quantified using a combination of
analysis and experimentation. Analysis is also needed to determine if the inlet duct size
needs to match the unit size, or if a larger inlet duct/damper could be fitted to a smaller
unit with a blanking plate or transition.

Project Objectives
Based on the identified research need(s), specify the objectives of the solicited effort that will address
all or part of these needs (150 words maximum)

The objective of this research is to develop a set of design guidelines/requirements for
the construction of an inlet duct and/or damper apparatus for inclusion in a test standard.
This would include minimum inlet duct length, if an elbow can be used and what type,
pressure tap locations, damper design with recommendations for type of damper and
minimum dimensions, and minimum clearances around the damper/duct inlet.

Expected Approach
Describe in a manner that may be used for assessment of project viability, cost, and duration, the
approach that is expected to achieve the proposed objectives (200 words maximum).
Check all that apply: Lab testing (✔), Computations (✔), Surveys ( ), Field tests ( ), Analyses and modeling
(✔), Validation efforts ( ), Other (specify) ( )

This research would be conducted by researching the available damper designs that would
be applicable to this application and purchasing or fabricating several different designs.
A reference test would be conducted using the ASHRAE 37 recommendation.
Then the inlet duct would be modified to test different lengths, elbows and pressure tap
locations. The same procedure would be used to test different damper designs.
The data would then be analyzed to determine the effect of each design on steady state
static pressure, airflow and power consumption. The damper design would be evaluated
under cyclic conditions as well.
Relevance and Benefits to ASHRAE
Describe why this effort is of specific interest to ASHRAE, its impact, and how it will benefit ASHRAE and
the society. How does it align with ASHRAE Strategic Plans and Initiatives? How does it advance the
state of the art in this area in general? Are there other stakeholders that should be approached to
obtain relevant information or co-funding? (350 words maximum)

This research would support the ASHRAE 2010-2015 Research plan goal #5, Support
the development of ASHRAE energy standards and reduce effort required to
demonstrate compliance and goal #9, Support the development of improved HVAC&R
components ranging from residential through commercial to provide improved system
efficiency, affordability, reliability and safety.
The results of the research would be applicable to ASHRAE standards 37 and 116 and
AHRI standard 210/240.
ASHRAE Standards 37 and 116 are currently being revised and this research is
necessary to provide information that will be used to clarify the standards. TRP-1581
was just completed and the results of that research will be used in Standard 37.

Proposed Budget and Duration:

Anticipated Funding Level and Duration
125,000 - 150,000
Funding Amount Range: $______

18
Duration in Months: ______
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